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SPECIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES RELATIVE TO
EMPLOYMENT OF MINORS IN DANGER-
OUS AND UNHEALTHFUL TRADES AND
OCCUPATIONS.

[Labor and Industries.]

State House, Boston, February 1, 1937.

To the General Court of Massachusetts.

In compliance with the provisions of the following
resolve, chapter 28 of the Resolves of 1936:

Cfje Commontocaltf) of Qiassaclnisettg

Resolve providing for an Investigation by the Department op
Labor and Industries relative to the Employment of Minors
BETWEEN THE AGES OF SIXTEEN AND EIGHTEEN.

Resolved, That the department of labor and industries shall investi-
gate the question of what trades, processes of manufacture and occu-
pations, and particular methods of carrying on the same, from which
minors under the age of sixteen are now excluded by law, are so dan-
gerous or so injurious to the health of minors between the ages of six-
teen and eighteen that such minors ought also to be excluded there-
from. Said department may expend for the purposes of this resolve
such sum, not exceeding one thousand dollars, as may hereafter be
appropriated therefor, and said department shall report to the general
court its findings and recommendations, with drafts of legislation
necessary to carry its recommendations into effect, by filing the same
with the clerk of the house of representatives not later than the first
Wednesday of December in the current year.

I respectfully submit to you herewith the result of my
investigation relative to the same.
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To approach this subject intelligently a tentative plan
of procedure was adopted consisting of

1. A study of industrial injuries to minors under 18 years of age for
the year ending June 30, 1935 (last available record), tabulating the
cause and result of said injuries.

2. A study of industrial conditions in the major industries, by a
personal call on employers, thereby obtaining their individual opinion.

3. Obtaining a list of machines, now prohibited under section 61 of
the General Laws, chapter 149, observing the operation of these ma-
chines in the plants, and obtaining the opinion of employer and em-
ployee in reference to their hazard.

4. Obtaining the number under 18 employed in any capacity and
those under 18 employed as machine operators.

5. Obtaining the opinion of representatives of industry and labor
as to the effect to the employment of minors under 18 were these
machines placed under section 62.

Industrial Injuries

In the period of one year there were 387 lost-time
injuries to employees under 18, of which 107 were caused
by machines and the balance caused in various ways
enumerated in the following table:

Injuries to Minors Under 18, July 1, 1934, to June 30, 1935.
Infections .... 54 Elevators 9
Fractures 24 Punch presses .... 13
Sprains and strains . . 49 Shoe and leather industry . 22
Cuts and bruises . . . 98 Slicing machines ... 6
Miscellaneous injuries . 17 Stitching machines . . 5
Messenger service .

. .26 Textile machines ... 21
Dermatitis .... 3 Woodwork machines . . 4
Not tabulated ... 9 Miscellaneous machines . 27

Under "miscellaneous injuries” and “messenger serv-
ice” most of the injuries were caused by newsboys and
messenger boys being hit by automobiles in performance
of their duties.

In the five-year period from July 1, 1930, to June 30,
1935, there were 3,829 lost-time injuries to minors 16
and 17 years of age. The following table shows the
number of injuries per year in this period:
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July 1, 1930, to June 30, 1931 1,414
July 1, 1931, to June 30, 1932 .... 984
July 1, 1932, to June 30, 1933 .... 521
July 1, 1933, to June 30, 1934 .... 523
July 1, 1934, to June 30, 1935 .... 387

Industrial Conditions.
In the study of existing conditions in the major indus-

tries, 103 employers were interviewed in order to obtain
their opinions relative to the employment of minors on
certain types of machines now prohibited to minors
under 16 years of age, how it might affect their respec-
tive industries, and what effect it would have upon the
employment of these minors were these machines placed
under section 62, chapter 149 of the General Laws.

It was found that very few minors under 18 years of
age were employed as machine operators, and the gen-
eral opinion of employers was to the effect that the
operator 18 years and over was a far better investment
for them.

Five minors were found operating speed hammers in a
toy factory, and the employer was not in favor of chang-
ing the age minimum unless the law was adopted by all
States, as in interstate industries the wage scale might
be lower in some States, making for unfair competition
in their industry.

Most of the employers felt that there were non-machine
jobs enough in all industries to take care of the employ-
ment of minors under this age limit, and their industry
could be adjusted to conform to recommendations made
herein without creating a hardship for them. A few
employers felt that it might create a hardship on some
minors if the minimum age was raised to 18 years, as
the families of these minors might need their assistance
in the bringing up of smaller children. It was found to
be those employers employing minors on or around
machines who expressed these sentiments.

The following industries were surveyed in obtaining
this information:
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Paper.Shoe and leather.
Tanning. Steel products.

Laundry.Rubber.
Textile.Woodworking.
Confectionery.Wood and metal furniture.

The machines herein listed are prohibited under sec-
tion 61, chapter 149 of the General Laws.

Section 61. ...
(1) circular or band saws, (2) wood shapers,

(3) wood jointers, (4) planers, (5) picker machines or machines used in
picking wool, cotton, hair or other material, (6) paperlace machines,
(7) leather burnishing machines, (8) job or cylinder printing presses
operated by power other thanfoot power, (9) stamping machines used
in sheet metal and tinware or in paper or leather manufacturing or in
washer and nut factories, (10) metal or paper cutting machines, (11)
corner staying machines in paper box factories, (12) corrugating rolls
such as are used in corrugated paper or in roofing, or washboard fac-
tories, (13) steam boilers, (14) dough brakes or cracker machinery of
any description, (15) wire or iron straightening or drawing machinery,
(16) rolling mill machinery, (17) power punches or shears, (18) washing
or grinding or mixing machinery, (19) calender rolls in paper and rub-
ber manufacturing or other heavy rolls driven by power, (20) launder-
ing machinery, (21) upon or in connection with any dangerous electrical
machinery or appliances, . . .

The operation of these and other machines was ob-
served, and in most cases should be classed as hazardous.
In some factories a more modern type of machine was
being used which was found to be entirely automatic, the
point of feed being some distance from the point of opera-
tion, but these were so few in number that it would be
practically impossible to make any recommendations per-
taining to them.

Interviewing the employer in order to obtain an opin-
ion so that a classification might be made as to the
machines considered hazardous resulted in finding a dif-
ference of opinion. Some employers would specify cer-
tain machines as being hazardous not only to minors but
to any operator, and other employers would feel that
the same machines were not of a hazardous nature. It
was the consensus of opinion, howevet, that the following
list of machines were of a hazardous nature and should
be added to those already listed under section 62 of
chapter 149 of the General Laws:
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Circular saw.
Band saw.

Metal drawing.
Rolling mill.

Wood shaper.
Wood jointer.
Planers.

Sole staplers.
Skiving.
Trimming.
Shears.Picker.

Carder. Eyeletter.
Unhairer.
Shaving.
Fleshing.

Paperlace machine.
Embossing.
Burnishing.
Glazing. Punch press.

Drills.Job presses
Cylinder presses.
Stamping.

Grinding.
Mixing.

Clicker. Calender rolls.
Mangle.Die cutter.

Beam cutter.
Drop hammer.
Speed hammer.
Guillotine.

Flat ironer.
Garment press.
Shirt and cuff press.
Wringer.

Steam boilers.

Number of Minors Under 18 now Employed.

In 103 establishments surveyed there were employed
40,133 persons. Of this number, 3,703 were minors and
835 were under 18 years of age. Forty-five under 18
were working as machine operators.

Number
ixmiiaTnv Number Number Number of Machine

Employed, of Minors. Under 18. Operators
Under 18.

Textile (miscellaneous) . . . 8,608 797 221 7
Woodworking 742 179 56 -

Tanning 3,563 148 51
Metals (speed hammer) . . 6,400 414 76 5
Rubber 5,178 596 139
Shoe (stitching machines) , . 8,207 867 178 22
Confectionery (wrapping machines) 2,686 347 45 10
Paper 4,109 284 65
Laundry (cuff press) .... 640 71 4 1

40,133 I 3,703 835 45
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Paper.Shoe and leather.
Tanning. Steel products.

Laundry.Rubber.
Textile.Woodworking,
Confectionery.Wood and metal furniture.

The machines herein listed are prohibited under sec-
tion 61, chapter 149 of the General Laws.

Section 61. ... (1) circular or band saws, (2) wood shapers,
(3) wood jointers, (4) planers, (5) picker machines or machines used in
picking wool, cotton, hair or other material, (6) paperlace machines,
(7) leather burnishing machines, (8) job or cylinder printing presses
operated by power other than foot power, (9) stamping machines used
in sheet metal and tinware or in paper or leather manufacturing or in
washer and nut factories, (10) metal or paper cutting machines, (11)
corner staying machines in paper box factories, (12) corrugating rolls
such as are used in corrugated paper or in roofing, or washboard fac-
tories, (13) steam boilers, (14) dough brakes or cracker machinery of
any description, (15) wire or iron straightening or drawing machinery,
(16) rolling mill machinery, (17) power punches or shears, (18) washing
or grinding or mixing machinery, (19) calender rolls in paper and rub-
ber manufacturing or other heavy rolls driven by power, (20) launder-
ing machinery, (21) upon or in connectionwith any dangerous electrical
machinery or appliances, . . .

The operation of these and other machines was ob-
served, and in most cases should be classed as hazardous.
In some factories a more modern type of machine was
being used which was found to be entirely automatic, the
point of feed being some distance from the point of opera-
tion, but these were so few in number that it would be
practically impossible to make any recommendations per-
taining to them.

Interviewing the employer in order to obtain an opin-
ion so that a classification might be made as to the
machines considered hazardous resulted in finding a dif-
ference of opinion. Some employers would specify cer-
tain machines as being hazardous not only to minors but
to any operator, and other employers would feel that
the same machines were not of a hazardous nature. It
was the consensus of opinion, howeve’r, that the following
list of machines were of a hazardous nature and should
be added to those already listed under section 62 of
chapter 149 of the General Laws:
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Circular saw. Metal drawing.
Band saw. Rolling mill.
Wood shaper. Sole staplers.
Wood jointer. Skiving.
Planers. Trimming.
Picker. Shears.
Carder. Eyeletter.
Paperlace machine. Unhairer.
Embossing. Shaving.
Burnishing. Fleshing.
Glazing. Punch press.
Job presses. Drills.
Cylinder presses. Grinding.
Stamping. Mixing.
Clicker. Calender rolls.
Die cutter. Mangle.
Beam cutter. Flat ironer.
Drop hammer. Garment press.
Speed hammer. Shirt and cuff press.
Guillotine. Wringer.
Steam boilers.

In 103 establishments surveyed there were employed
40,133 persons. Of this number, 3,703 were minors and
835 were under 18 years of age. Forty-five under 18
were working as machine operators.

Number of Minors Under 18 now Employed.

Number
i«i\raTDV

Number Number Number of Machine
iNDLSTR . Employed, of Minors. Under 18. Operators

Under 18.

Textile (miscellaneous) . . 8,608 797 221 7
Woodworking ..... 742 179 56 -

Tanning ...... 3,563 148 51 -

Metals (speed hammer) . . 6,400 414 76 5
Rubber 5,178 596 139
Shoe (stitching machines) .

.
8,207 867 178 22

Confectionery (wrapping machines) 2,686 347 45 10
Paper 4,109 284 65
Laundry (cuff press)

....
640 71 4 1

40,133 I 3,703 835 45
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Owing to the heavy work connected with the building
trades it was deemed advisable to obtain the opinions of
those closely associated with the various trades as to the
exclusion of all minors under 18 years of age from these
occupations.

It is an established fact that for some time past the
system of apprentices has been eliminated and that very
few employers will hire any one under 18 years of age,
and those interviewed felt that it would be a step in the
right direction to eliminate the minors from all heavy
work in the building trades, and that no hardship would
result from such an action.

In reference to the health hazard in industry, none of
those interviewed would admit of any conditions in their
respective plants that would be injurious to the health
of their employees. The report of lost time caused by
industrial diseases seemed to warrant this stand of the
employers, as the report shows that only three cases of
dermatitis were recorded in the period of one year, of
minors under 18 years of age.

The bill covering the recommendations included in this
report has been filed with the clerk of the House of Rep-
resentatives and is House Bill No. 990.

JAMES T. MORIARTY,
Commissioner ofLabor and Industries.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-Seven

An Act relative to the Employment of Certain Minors.

1 Chapter one hundred and forty-nine of the General
2 Laws is hereby amended by striking out sections
3 sixty-one and sixty-two and inserting in place thereof
4 the following:
5 Section 61. No person shall employ a minor under
6 sixteen or permit him to work in close proximity to any
7 kind of power-driven machinery; or in stripping,
8 assorting, manufacturing or packing tobacco; or oper-
-9 ating corner staying machines in paper box factories.

10 Section 62. No person shall employ a minor under
11 eighteen or permit him to work in operating or assist-
-12 ing in operating any of the following machines: (1)
13 circular or band saws; (2) wood shapers; (3) wood
14 jointers; (4) planers or other power-driven machines
15 used in woodworking plants; (5) carding machines,
16 picker machines used in picking wool, cotton, hair or
17 other materials; (6) paperlace machines or machines
18 having the same action; (7) burnishing machines,
19 including embossing or other machines performing
20 similar operations, used in leather and paper industry;
21 (8) job or cylinder printing presses operated by power
22 other than foot power; (9) stamping machines used

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:

CJie Commontoealti) of Massachusetts
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23 in the leather, paper, rubber, metal, tinware industries,
24 and in washer and nut factories, including clickers,
25 die cutters, beam cutters, speed hammers and drop
26 hammers; (10) metal, paper or leather cutting ma-
-27 chines, including all such equipment operating with
28 a guillotine action; (11) corrugating rolls such as are
29 used in paper, roofing and washboard factories; (12)
30 steam boilers; (13) dough brakes or cracker machinery
31 of any description; (14) wire or iron straightening or
32 drawing machinery; (15) rolling mill machinery; (16)
33 power punches or shears used in the leather, paper,
34 rubber, metal and textile industries, including stapling
35 machines, punch presses, skivers, rolling machines,
36 trimmers, splitters, eyeletters, and rotary shears; (17)
37 washing, grinding or mixing machines used in the
38 manufacture of white or red lead, litharge or varnishes;
39 (18) calender rolls used in paper and rubber manu-
-40 facturing or other heavy rolls driven by power; (19)
41 laundering machinery, including mangle, flat ironer,
42 garment press, shirt press, cuff press and wringer; (20)
43 upon or in connection with any dangerous electrical
44 machinery or appliances, including all welding by
45 electricity; (21) in adjusting or assisting in adjusting
46 any hazardous belt to any machinery, or in oiling or
47 cleaning hazardous machinery, or in proximity to any
48 hazardous or unguarded belt, or gearing while such
49 machinery or gearing is in motion; (22) in the opera-
-50 tion or management of hoisting machines; (23) in the
51 operation or use of any grinding or polishing or buffing
52 wheels; (24) in the operation of motor vehicles of any
53 description; (25) in construction work, including
54 demolition or repair of all kinds of buildings, bridges,
55 roads, sewers, subways, or in any other work involv-
-56 ing excavation, or in work on any scaffolding, or in
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57 any heavy work in the building trades; (26) or in any
58 tunnel; (27) or in a public bowling alley, or in a public
59 pool or billiard room; (28) in or about blast furnaces,
60 or ore reduction works, smelters, foundries, forging
61 shops or any other place in which the heating, melting
62 or heat treatment of metals is carried on; (29) at
63 switch tending; (30) at gate tending; (31) at track
64 repairing; (32) as a brakeman, fireman, engineer,
65 motorman or conductor upon a railroad or railway;
66 (33) as a fireman or engineer upon any boat or vessel ;

67 (34) in or about establishments wherein gun powder,
68 nitroglycerine, dynamite or other high or dangerous
69 explosive is manufactured or compounded; (35) in the
70 manufacture of white or yellow phosphorus or phos-
-71 phorous matches; (36) in any distillery, brewery, or
72 any other establishment where malt or alcoholic
73 liquors are manufactured, packed, wrapped or bottled;
74 (37) in that part of any hotel, theatre, concert hall,
75 place of amusement or other establishment where
76 intoxicating liquors are sold (this section shall not
77 prohibit the employment of minors in drug stores);
78 (38) nor shall such minor be employed or permitted to
79 operate, oil, clean or repair freight elevators.
80 Violation of this provision shall be punished by a fine
81 of not more than one hundred dollars.
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23 in the leather, paper, rubber, metal, tinware industries,
24 and in washer and nut factories, including clickers,
25 die cutters, beam cutters, speed hammers and drop
26 hammers; (10) metal, paper or leather cutting ma-

-27 chines, including all such equipment operating with
28 a guillotine action; (11) corrugating rolls such as are
29 used in paper, roofing and washboard factories; (12)
30 steam boilers; (13) dough brakes or cracker machinery
31 of any description; (14) wire or iron straightening or
32 drawing machinery; (15) rolling mill machinery; (16)
33 power punches or shears used in the leather, paper,
34 rubber, metal and textile industries, including stapling
35 machines, punch presses, skivers, rolling machines,
36 trimmers, splitters, eyeletters, and rotary shears; (17)
37 washing, grinding or mixing machines used in the
38 manufacture of white or red lead, litharge or varnishes;
39 (18) calender rolls used in paper and rubber manu-
-40 facturing or other heavy rolls driven by power; (19)
41 laundering machinery, including mangle, flat ironer,
42 garment press, shirt press, cuff press and wringer; (20)
43 upon or in connection with any dangerous electrical
44 machinery or appliances, including all welding by
45 electricity; (21) in adjusting or assisting in adjusting
46 any hazardous belt to any machinery, or in oiling or
47 cleaning hazardous machinery, or in proximity to any
48 hazardous or unguarded belt, or gearing while such
49 machinery or gearing is in motion; (22) in the opera-
-50 tion or management of hoisting machines; (23) in the
51 operation or use of any grinding or polishing or buffing
52 wheels; (24) in the operation of motor vehicles of any
53 description; (25) in construction work, including
54 demolition or repair of all kinds of buildings, bridges,
55 roads, sewers, subways, or in any other work involv-
-56 ing excavation, or in work on any scaffolding, or in
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57 any heavy work in the building trades; (26) or in any
58 tunnel; (27) or in a public bowling alley, or in a public
59 pool or billiard room; (28) in or about blast furnaces,
60 or ore reduction works, smelters, foundries, forging
61 shops or any other place in which the heating, melting
62 or heat treatment of metals is carried on; (29) at
63 switch tending; (30) at gate tending; (31) at track
64 repairing; (32) as a brakeman, fireman, engineer,
65 motorman or conductor upon a railroad or railway;
66 (33) as a fireman or engineer upon any boat or vessel;
67 (34) in or about establishments wherein gun powder,
68 nitroglycerine, dynamite or other high or dangerous
69 explosive is manufactured or compounded; (35) in the
70 manufacture of white or yellow phosphorus or phos-
-71 phorous matches; (36) in any distillery, brewery, or
72 any other establishment where malt or alcoholic
73 liquors are manufactured, packed, wrapped or bottled;
74 (37) in that part of any hotel, theatre, concert hall,
75 place of amusement or other establishment where
76 intoxicating liquors are sold (this section shall not
77 prohibit the employment of minors in drug stores);
78 (38) nor shall such minor be employed or permitted to
79 operate, oil, clean or repair freight elevators.
80 Violation of this provision shall be punished by a fine
81 of not more than one hundred dollars.
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